All data files are available from the DRYAD database (DOI: <http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.pd40m>).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Proprioceptive sensory information is essential to movement, particularly in sensorimotor responses to external perturbations to the body--such as a push or bump--whether maintaining the posture of a limb, or during standing balance control \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref001]\]. Following a postural perturbation to standing balance, a transient pattern of corrective muscle activity follows the time course of the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the body caused by the perturbation \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref002]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref005]\] that is impaired after proprioceptive loss \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref006], [@pcbi.1005767.ref007]\]. Thus, the transformation between mechanical events in the body due to an external perturbation and the transient firing of proprioceptive afferents is critical to understanding sensorimotor control of posture and balance \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref008], [@pcbi.1005767.ref009]\]. Muscle spindle proprioceptive receptors likely play a primary role in encoding the effects of perturbation on the body as they fire trains of action potentials during muscle stretch that vary as a function of experimentally-imposed muscle length and velocity \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref010]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref014]\]. However, our current understanding and computational models of muscle spindle sensory encoding are insufficient to account for several transient and history-dependent properties of muscle spindle firing rates observed experimentally, and that also appear to be important in postural control.

Muscle spindle instantaneous firing rates (IFRs) in response to muscle stretch are not uniquely related to muscle length and velocity, but exhibit transient, history-dependent features in conditions relevant to detection and sensorimotor responses to postural perturbations. If a muscle is held at a constant length for a period of time before being stretched, two history-dependent features in muscle spindle IFRs appear that are absent if the muscle has been moving directly prior to stretch: 1) an initial burst of action potentials at the onset of stretch, and 2) an elevated firing rate during constant velocity ramps \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref015]\]. Because muscles are maintained at a constant length during control of posture and balance, these history-dependent features likely play a critical function in the detection of and sensorimotor response to perturbations. Moreover, both the initial burst of muscle spindle sensory signals and the initial burst of muscle activity evoked by postural perturbations have been shown to vary with perturbation acceleration \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref002], [@pcbi.1005767.ref006], [@pcbi.1005767.ref016], [@pcbi.1005767.ref017]\]. A third history-dependent feature called rate relaxation, or rate adaptation, is observed where the tonic firing rate of the muscle spindle decreases when the muscle is held at a constant length after being stretched \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref018]\].

Current muscle spindle computational models fail to predict some history-dependent characteristics of muscle spindle IFRs \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref019]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref021]\]. The most commonly-used computational muscle spindle models use a muscle model to estimate stress in the intrafusal muscle fibers, found within muscle spindle sensory organs, based on measured changes in muscle length. The strain experienced by the sensory region of the fiber is then estimated with a linear model to predict responses to ramp-and-hold stretch perturbations \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref019]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref021]\]. Such models are generally capable of reproducing firing patterns in response to ramp stretches either when the muscle has been at rest, or when it has been moving prior to stretch, but they cannot account for spindle firing rates during transitions in movement state, which occur frequently in mammalian behavior \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref022]\]. For example, some muscle spindle models fail to capture the history-dependent nature of the initial burst based on the muscle state history \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref015], [@pcbi.1005767.ref019], [@pcbi.1005767.ref020]\], while others lack an initial burst altogether \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref021]\].

It has been proposed that the transient, history-dependent properties of muscle spindle firing are due to history-dependent muscle forces arising from non-steady-state cross-bridge dynamics \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref023]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref029]\]. Thus, the lack of history-dependence in muscle spindle models may be due to the use of phenomenological muscle force models (e.g., Hill-type muscle models) that do not account for history-dependence \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref019]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref021]\]. Experiments in muscle physiology have demonstrated history-dependence in muscle fiber forces, including a transient increase in force and the first time derivative of force (dF/dt) when an isolated, permeabilized muscle fiber activated in a calcium solution is stretched after being held isometrically. In intact muscles, a similar history-dependent transient force is observed when a muscle is stretched after being held isometrically, often referred to as short-range stiffness \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref030], [@pcbi.1005767.ref031]\]. This history-dependence is thought to arise from movement-dependent cycling of muscle cross-bridges \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref027]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref029], [@pcbi.1005767.ref032]\], and can be reproduced using models of cross-bridge kinetics \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref027]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref029]\]. Such muscle fiber force history-dependence has been implicated as a cause of history-dependent muscle spindle IFRs, but not yet demonstrated directly \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref015], [@pcbi.1005767.ref022], [@pcbi.1005767.ref023], [@pcbi.1005767.ref032]\]. Classic studies of muscle spindles also remarked on qualitative parallels between muscle spindle firing rates and muscle force transients during stretch \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref013], [@pcbi.1005767.ref023]\]. Moreover, transient features similar to force and dF/dt are evident in figures of rare recordings of receptor potentials in the encoding regions of muscles spindle afferents \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref033], [@pcbi.1005767.ref034]\]. However, technical limitations of the day prevented direct and quantitative testing of the hypothesis that transients and history-dependence in muscle spindle IFR encode muscle fiber force, beyond highlighting qualitative similarities between the traces.

Thus, towards improved computational models of proprioceptive encoding relevant to postural control, we performed quantitative analyses of muscle spindle spike trains to identify transformations between muscle mechanical events that best predict transient and history-dependent features of muscle spindle firing rates during muscle stretch. We directly tested the hypothesis that transient, history-dependent muscle spindle IFRs during stretch of a passive muscle encode information about muscle force. Here, we use "passive" to mean that the muscle is electrically-quiescent and lacks neural drive, as our experiments were conducted in deeply-anesthetized animals, but it is likely that muscle cross-bridge cycling is not completely absent. We collected muscle spindle firing rates across a wide variety of muscle stretch kinematic conditions in which a large range of initial burst amplitude, dynamic response, and rate relaxation characteristics were elicited. We tested whether pseudolinear combinations of muscle force-related versus length-related variables could better predict the temporal features of muscle spindle afferent IFRs including history-dependent firing characteristics. For each afferent recorded, we identified a unique set of parameters that best fit muscle state variables to spindle IFRs across all stretch conditions. Based on the goodness of fit and number of parameters, a model consisting of pseudolinear combinations of recorded muscle force and the first time derivative of force, dF/dt, was found to be the most likely model of muscle spindle IFRs across a wide range of passive muscle stretch conditions. To our knowledge, this is the first quantitative evidence that muscle spindle firing rates in transient, history-dependent conditions can be uniquely determined by muscle force. Our findings suggest that transient sensory information encoded by muscle spindle primary afferents in passive muscles is driven by transient mechanical properties of muscle cross bridges, as evidenced by history dependence in force- but not length-related variables.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Response of muscle spindles Ia afferents to muscle stretch {#sec003}
----------------------------------------------------------

All muscle afferents were confirmed to be muscle spindle primary afferents using classical criteria, i.e. axonal conduction velocity \>74 m/s, resting discharge, and dynamic response to muscle stretch \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref010]\]. In five deeply anesthetized adult cats (2.5--3.5 kg), the distal extremity of the triceps surae muscles was isolated, mounted on a length servomotor, and force was monitored (see [Materials and methods](#sec012){ref-type="sec"} for further details). Stable recordings across a full protocol of diverse stretch perturbations were achieved in 12 afferents using sharp glass microelectrodes. Peak length, velocity, and acceleration were varied independently to elicit a variety of muscle force and muscle spindle firing responses.

Muscle spindle IFRs showed striking similarities to musculotendon force-related variables, i.e., force and the first time derivative of force (dF/dt), over the entire time course of each stretch perturbation ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1005767.g001){ref-type="fig"}). IFRs exhibited history-dependent features, i.e., initial bursts and dynamic responses during ramp stretches, and rate relaxation during hold periods. These features were associated with changes in length- and force-related variables ([Fig 1A](#pcbi.1005767.g001){ref-type="fig"} red and blue traces, respectively), though the transient behaviors more closely resembled recorded force-related variables. During stretch, the initial burst and dynamic response closely resembled dF/dt. During post-lengthening hold, rate relaxation closely resembled musculotendon force ([Fig 1B](#pcbi.1005767.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Similarity of muscle spindle IFRs and musculotendon force-related variables in during stretch.\
(A) An example ramp-hold-release length profile applied to the triceps surae at the calcaneus, and response of the musculotendon force and muscle spindle primary afferent spiking. The spike train from a single trial and corresponding instantaneous firing rate (IFR) are shown in black at the top as an example of a typical response. Perturbation kinematics (i.e. muscle length, velocity, and acceleration) are shown in red. The musculotendon response to this stretch (i.e. force and dF/dt) is shown in blue. (B) The similarities between muscle spindle IFR shown in black at the top (ensemble average of 20 trials with bin size of 20 ms) and the muscle force-related variables shown in A. Specifically, note the similarities between force (green box) and the plateau response of the muscle spindle (yellow box), and between rate change in force (light blue box) and the dynamic response of the muscle spindle afferent (magenta box). The examples shown are from afferent 2.](pcbi.1005767.g001){#pcbi.1005767.g001}

Relationship of muscle spindle Ia initial burst magnitude to force- and length-related transients {#sec004}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test potential variables encoded by the initial burst of spikes at stretch onset, we regressed maximum initial burst amplitude on corresponding peaks in force- and length-related transients, i.e. whole-muscle dF/dt and acceleration. For 6 afferents exhibiting consistent initial bursts (afferents 1, 2, 3, 5, 11, and 12), we performed a linear regression between the preceding peak in dF/dt or acceleration and peak initial burst amplitude across a minimum of 12 stretch trials in which muscle acceleration was varied systematically.

In these afferents, the peak initial burst amplitude (IBA: peak IFR during the initial burst) increased linearly with either dF/dt or acceleration ([Fig 2](#pcbi.1005767.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Either peak dF/dt or acceleration predicted similar amounts of variance in the initial burst amplitudes across all 6 afferents (R^2^ = 0.76 ± 0.08 with dF/dt; R^2^ = 0.71 ± 0.09 with acceleration). Peak initial burst firing rate increased with either dF/dt or acceleration in each of the 6 afferents (p \< 0.05). Although peak acceleration amplitude predicted peak firing rate of the initial burst to a similar degree as peak dF/dt amplitude, acceleration exhibited a second peak during the return of the musculotendon to its initial length (e.g. [Fig 1A](#pcbi.1005767.g001){ref-type="fig"}) that did not have a corresponding peak in muscle spindle IFR nor whole muscle dF/dt.

![Linear regression of perturbation acceleration and muscle dF/dt to muscle spindle initial burst amplitude in 6 afferents.\
(A-F) Black dots represent the initial burst amplitude (IBA) versus either dF/dt or acceleration. Blue traces indicate linear regression of IBA on corresponding peaks in dF/dt. Red traces indicate linear regression of IBA on corresponding peaks in acceleration for the same trials. For all 12 cases (6 afferents, 2 regressions each), p \< 0.05.](pcbi.1005767.g002){#pcbi.1005767.g002}

Relationship of muscle spindle Ia IFRs to musculotendon length- and force-related variables {#sec005}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test which musculotendon mechanical variables best reproduced transient, history-dependent muscle spindle IFRs, we developed 2 primary candidate models ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The first was a pseudo-linear combination of musculotendon force and dF/dt ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}, blue traces). The second was a pseudo-linear combination of musculotendon length, velocity, and acceleration ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}, red traces). In each model, only positive changes above a threshold value were retained and compared to recorded IFRs. To account for neuromechanical delays, a common lag was applied to each group of variables. For our initial analysis, we estimated parameters of each candidate model and computed the goodness of fit (coefficient of determination, R^2^) to recorded IFRs for each afferent on a per-stretch basis ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we first present a few examples comparing force-related and length-related model fits to individual stretch responses. In a subsequent analysis, we provide more comprehensive comparisons of several models based on their ability to predict all stretches for each afferent using a single set of parameters.

![Reconstruction of muscle spindle firing rates by two candidate models.\
(A) Two main candidate models for predicting IFRs are shown: the force-related model used a combination of the force developed in the musculotendon and its first time-derivative as input (linearly combined, inputs and model prediction in blue); the length-related model used a linear combination of the muscle length, velocity, and acceleration (inputs and model prediction in red). The instantaneous firing rate of the afferent (black dots) was used to compute the error to optimize model parameters. (B) Three examples of muscle stretch with different stretch speed are shown (10, 20, and 40 mm/s). The stretch was sustained for 1s before being released. From top to bottom, the force-related model output (blue line) is overlaid on the instantaneous firing rate during the stretch; the recorded force (light blue) and the response of the afferent (black dots and raster) are shown directly below the force-related model output; the length-related model output (red line) is overlaid on the instantaneous firing rate and shown with the controlled musculotendon length (light red) below the response of the afferent. (C) The muscle was stretched to the same final length and at the same velocity, but with different initial accelerations (700 and 1400 mm/s^2^, respectively). (D) The muscle was stretched with sawtooth patterns, where stretches were not sustained but immediately released and repeated. In all cases, the force-related model fits were as good or better than the length-related model fits, as indicated by the R^2^ value. The examples shown are for afferents 4 (A-B, D) and 5 (C).](pcbi.1005767.g003){#pcbi.1005767.g003}

Force-related but not length-related variables reproduce rate relaxation in fast stretches {#sec006}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While both force- and length-related models could reproduce some features of muscle spindle IFRs, force-related variables better accounted for the details of the IFRs, especially at faster stretch velocities ([Fig 3B](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Both models qualitatively captured IFR features during a 10 mm/s stretch, with R^2^ of 0.93 and 0.79, respectively ([Fig 3B](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}, left column). As stretch velocity increased to 20 and 40 mm/s, the force-related model reproduced IFRs with high fidelity ([Fig 3B](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}, blue traces; R^2^ = 0.93, 0.94), whereas the length-related model had greatly reduced goodness of fit ([Fig 3B](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}, red traces; R^2^ = 0.55, 0.57).

Specifically, as the stretch velocity increased, rate relaxation increased during the hold period in concert with a decline in muscle force ([Fig 3B](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}, light blue traces). Whereas the dynamic response during the ramp stretches could be accounted for by either musculotendon dF/dt or velocity and acceleration (but underestimated by length-related variables for the 40 mm/s stretch; [Fig 3B](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}), the differences in musculotendon length and force were highly evident during the hold period. Over the hold period, muscle force ([Fig 3B](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}, light blue traces) decreased with a similar time course as the muscle spindle IFRs. As musculotendon length was constant, the length-related model first under-estimated, and then over-estimated IFRs during the hold ([Fig 3B](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}, red traces).

Rate change in force, dF/dt, reproduces the initial burst and dynamic response to stretch {#sec007}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The initial burst IFRs increased when ramp accelerations were increased while keeping stretch length and velocity the same ([Fig 3C](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}), and was accounted for by both models. The initial burst IFRs were similarly accounted for by either dF/dt in the force-related model, or acceleration in the length-related model.

However, during a series of ramp-release muscle stretches, the dynamic response was better reproduced in the force-related vs. length-related model ([Fig 3D](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The differences in musculotendon force and length during repeated stretch and release, or "sawtooth" perturbations, were most evident when comparing the first stretch and release to the subsequent ones ([Fig 3D](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}, blue vs red traces). In an example afferent, musculotendon length changes were the same across all five stretches, whereas musculotendon force and muscle spindle IFRs were greater in the first stretch ([Fig 3D](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}), resulting in much better goodness of fit in the force-related versus length-related model.

Muscle fascicle length-related variables do not reproduce muscle spindle Ia IFRs {#sec008}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To rule out the hypothesis that muscle spindles encode muscle fascicle and not musculotendon length-related variables, we refined our length-related model to include the effects of tendon elasticity. The inclusion of a tendon model allowed us to compare predicted IFRs based on musculotendon versus muscle fascicle length. We estimated muscle fascicle length changes by subtracting the stretch of the modeled tendon from recorded musculotendon length ([Fig 4A](#pcbi.1005767.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We did not explicitly consider pinnation angle; assuming a constant pinnation angle of the fascicles through the range of stretches would scale the length change by a constant factor and would not change our results. Tendon stretch was estimated by applying musculotendon force ([Fig 4B](#pcbi.1005767.g004){ref-type="fig"}) to an exponential model of Achilles' tendon stiffness, based on the linear increase in tendon stiffness with muscle force shown in anesthetized cat tendon \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref035]\]. Based on two values of tendon stiffness, we estimated muscle fascicle length, velocity, and acceleration \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref035], [@pcbi.1005767.ref036]\] (6 mm^-1^, 2 mm^-1^, representing upper and lower limits of stiffness, respectively). Models based on muscle fascicle length-related variables typically produced worse goodness of fit values than whole-musculotendon length-related variables ([Fig 4C](#pcbi.1005767.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, of 1185 stretch perturbations across 10 afferents, goodness of fit based on muscle fascicle length-related variables were only higher in 5.2% and 19.1% instances for the high and low tendon stiffness estimates, respectively. Over all afferents, mean R^2^ values (± standard deviation) did not improve when using length-related variables based on muscle fascicle estimates (0.75 ± 0.13, and 0.70 ± 0.18 for high vs low tendon stiffness, respectively) versus those recorded from the whole musculotendon unit (0.77±0.12).

![Estimated muscle fascicle length.\
(A) The Achilles tendon was assumed to be arranged in series with the triceps surae muscle fascicles. The measured musculotendon force was used to estimate tendon elongation. Muscle fascicle length was found by subtracting estimated tendon length from measured musculotendon length. A rigid tendon assumes changes in muscle fascicle length are equal to measured changes in musculotendon length. (B) Recorded IFR and measured musculotendon force in response to ramp-and-hold (left) and ramp-and-release stretches. Musculotendon force was used to compute estimated tendon elongation. (C) Example of estimated muscle fascicle length-related variables for ramp-and-hold stretch (left) and repeated ramp-and-release stretch (right). Top row is measured change in musculotendon length (red dashed trace) and two estimates of change in muscle fiber length (high tendon compliance = 2 mm^-1^: yellow; low tendon compliance = 6 mm^-1^: orange). The second and third rows are velocity and acceleration estimates, respectively, using the same coloring convention as for length.](pcbi.1005767.g004){#pcbi.1005767.g004}

Force-related model parameters are consistent across stretch velocity in all recorded afferents {#sec009}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used dynamic index (DI) to characterize the variations in dynamic sensitivity of the 10 analyzed muscle spindles to muscle stretch ([Fig 5A](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}). DI is a classical metric in which the IFR during the hold phase \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref010]\], measured 0.5 s after the end of the ramp phase, is subtracted from peak IFR at the end of the ramp phase ([Fig 5A](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Higher DI values characterize muscle spindles exhibiting relatively large initial bursts and dynamic response; these are typically attributed to large contributions to firing rates from terminals on bag 1 intrafusal fibers (e.g. [Fig 3C](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}). More dynamic afferents are also characterized by increasing DI with stretch velocity \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref010]\] ([Fig 5A](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}, left: colored bars). Lower DI values describe muscle spindles that respond less to ramp stretches, but maintain higher firing rates during the hold period (e.g. [Fig 3B](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}); these are typically attributed to large contributions to firing rates from terminals on bag2 and chain intrafusal fibers.

![Single muscle spindle afferent statistics and model parameter estimates.\
(A) Dynamic index measured for each ramp-and-hold stretch trial for every afferent, organized in descending order from left to right. For the 10 afferents analyzed, stretch trials were separated based on the velocity (indicated by colors) imposed on the muscle for that trial (divided into 5 10 mm/s velocity bins ranging from 0--50 mm/s). Bins with fewer than 4 trials were excluded from this figure. Horizontal red lines represent the mean, the colored bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM), and the black dots represent individual trial values. (B) In contrast to DI, force-related model weights were relatively constant with increasing stretch velocity. The color scheme is the same as in A. The upper plot is model weight on dF/dt and the lower plot is the model weight on force. (C) Force-related model weights and distributions for 100 randomized testing datasets (fitting one set of parameters for the entire dataset) for each afferent. For each afferent, a range of stretch perturbations (e.g. varying length, velocity, acceleration and stretch type) were included in the testing dataset. Red lines represent the means, grey bars represent standard deviations, and the black dots represent values for each testing dataset. As in B, model weights on dF/dt are shown in in the upper plot and model weights on force are shown in the lower plot. (D) Responses to a ramp-and-hold stretch at 3mm hold length, and 20mm/s stretch velocity for each afferent. Bottom row indicates conduction velocity for each afferent included in this analysis.](pcbi.1005767.g005){#pcbi.1005767.g005}

The recorded muscle spindle Ia afferents spanned the range from highly dynamic to static ([Fig 5A](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}, left to right). Where the datasets allowed, we calculated DI across stretch velocities (4--50 mm/s). As expected, for each afferent with trials at different stretch velocities, DI increased with stretch velocity ([Fig 5A](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Four afferents exhibited mean DIs of larger than 50 imp/s for 20mm/s stretch velocity ([Fig 5A](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}, blue error bars, afferent numbers 1--4; conduction velocities shown in [Fig 4D](#pcbi.1005767.g004){ref-type="fig"}), the only stretch velocity tested in every afferent. Two afferents exhibited mean DIs less than 30 imp/s at 20mm/s stretch velocity, which was unexpected given their conduction velocities ([Fig 5A](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}, blue error bars, afferent numbers 9--10; conduction velocities shown in [Fig 4D](#pcbi.1005767.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The remainder of afferents exhibited mean DIs between 30 and 50 imp/s at 20mm/s stretch velocity ([Fig 5A](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}, blue error bars, afferent numbers 5--8; conduction velocities shown in [Fig 4D](#pcbi.1005767.g004){ref-type="fig"}). A direct comparison of our DI measurements to the original measures of Matthews \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref010]\] could not be made because our estimates of DI were computed based on 3mm stretches, a lower amplitude than used by Matthews \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref010]\].

In contrast to DI, force-related model parameters for each afferent were similar across stretch velocities ([Fig 5B](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Weights for both dF/dt and force (k~dF~ and k~F~) were relatively consistent across trials ([Fig 5B vs. 5A](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}, colored blocks for each afferent) and were highest in the most dynamic afferents ([Fig 5B](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}, left).

The most likely model of transient muscle spindle IFRs uses musculotendon force-related variables {#sec010}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We systematically assessed the ability of six candidate models to predict information contained in 10 muscle spindle IFR datasets. Briefly, for each afferent we randomly sorted the entire set of stretch perturbations into a training and testing dataset based on the number of available trials. For each model, we identified model parameters from the training dataset and then used them to predict IFRs in the testing dataset. To reduce potential data selection biases, this process was repeated on 100 randomized training and testing datasets.

A single set of force-related model parameters were identified that reproduced IFRs in each afferent across all stretch conditions ([Fig 5C](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}). As when fitting individual stretches, weights corresponding to dF/dt were typically highest in the most dynamic afferents ([Fig 5C](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}, left). Based on DI, weights corresponding to dF/dt for afferent 5 were higher than expected, but this afferent exhibited a relatively high initial burst, which is not captured by DI (same afferent as shown in [Fig 3C](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

In addition to the force-related model, the other 5 candidate models included combinations of musculotendon and muscle fascicle length-related variables. Candidate models included combinations of musculotendon length-related variables ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, red bars) described above ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1005767.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Based on prior muscle spindle models, we also tested a model that allowed velocity to be raised to a fractional power \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref019], [@pcbi.1005767.ref037], [@pcbi.1005767.ref038]\] ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, pink bars). We included models using muscle fascicle length-related variables estimated using low and high tendon compliance ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, orange and yellow bars). Finally, we tested a combination of all predictor variables ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, purple bars).

![Comparison of candidate models' abilities to predict muscle spindle Ia afferent IFRs.\
(A) Testing dataset model results for 10 afferents with 6 candidate models. The candidate models include one containing only force-related variables (force and its first time-derivative, dF/dt: blue), length-related variables (length, velocity, and acceleration: red), length-related variables with velocity raised to a fractional power (light red), muscle fiber length-related variable estimates (fiber length, velocity, and acceleration estimated with low and high tendon compliance: orange and light orange, respectively), and a free regression with all predictor variables from the other candidate models (purple). Top row: model selection frequency (number of times model was selected as the best candidate) for each model for 100 randomized testing datasets. Middle row: mean normalized likelihood (or Akaike weights, w~i~) that a given model is the best predictor of information in the IFRs, based on corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) for regressions of the 100 randomized testing datasets. This is the relative weight of evidence in favor of a model being the best, given the set of candidate models. The sum of all 6 Akaike weights is equal to 1. Bottom row: mean R^2^ (coefficient of determination) calculated between afferent instantaneous firing rate and model prediction for 100 randomized testing datasets. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation. (B) Similar statistics to (A), but calculated for all 1000 randomized datasets (100 randomizations for 10 afferents). Top row: total model selection frequency for each model out of 1000 randomized datasets. Middle row: relative likelihood that each model is the best model in the set. This was calculated from the mean AICc values of all 10 afferents in (A). Bottom row: mean R^2^ across all 10 afferents in (A) for each model. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation.](pcbi.1005767.g006){#pcbi.1005767.g006}

We compared the likelihood that each candidate model best predicts the information contained in the recorded muscle spindle IFRs while accounting for over-fitting. We report the fraction of times each model was selected as the best candidate ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, top row) out of 100 randomized iterations of training and testing our models. Based on the Akaike information criterion (AICc, including a correction for finite sample sizes), we also computed the normalized likelihood, *w*~*i*~, that each model best reproduced the data, while taking into consideration the number of model parameters ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, middle row). For reference, goodness of fit was quantified using the coefficient of determination, R^2^ ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, bottom row).

The force-related model was selected as the best candidate for each afferent when analyzed individually. The force-related model was selected as the best model in most of the 100 iterations for each afferent ([Fig 6A](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"} top row; selection frequency = 0.59 for afferent 1, selection frequency = 1.0 for every other afferent). The normalized likelihood of the force-related model as the best candidate was at least 0.5 for all afferents except one ([Fig 6A](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"} middle row); the lowest values were found in afferents in which smaller data sets were available ([Fig 6A](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}; "test n" displayed below afferent number), indicating relatively stronger force-related model performance (when compared to length-related models) where more stretch conditions were applied to the muscle. The model containing all predictor variables yielded the highest R^2^ for every afferent ([Fig 6B](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, bottom row purple bars). In 6 of the 10 muscle spindle afferents, mean R^2^ of the force-related model was much higher than the remaining models ([Fig 6A](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, bottom row blue bars).

The force-related model was also selected as the best candidate for the entire set of muscle spindle afferents. The force-related model was always the best predictor of information in the IFRs of the testing dataset ([Fig 6B](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}). As in the individual afferent analysis, the force-related model was the most frequently-selected model across the population of afferents ([Fig 6B](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, top row; selection frequency = 0.959). When considering the entire population of afferents, the normalized likelihood (*w*~i~) of a model being the best within the set of candidates was greatest for the force-related model because it used fewer parameters than the model containing all predictor variables, but still predicted most of the information contained in the IFRs ([Fig 6B](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, middle row; w~force~ = 0.77). Goodness of fit was highest in the model containing all 11 predictor variables ([Fig 6B](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}, bottom row, purple bar; R^2^ = 0.86 ± 0.046). Across all other models, mean R^2^ across afferents was highest for the force-related model ([Fig 6B](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"} blue, R^2^ = 0.82 ± 0.017 for force-related model; red, R^2^ = 0.58 ± 0.014 for length-related model); R^2^ \< 0.58 for other length-related models).

Discussion {#sec011}
==========

To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of muscle spindle Ia afferents firing in direct proportion to muscle force and the first time-derivative of force, dF/dt, when passive, i.e. electrically-quiescent, muscles are stretched. While qualitative comparisons have been made previously between intrafusal tension transients and muscle spindle receptor potentials \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref034]\], this is the first quantitative description of a relationship between the spindle and muscle force response to stretch. The whole-muscle forces we recorded closely resembled transient force properties in stretched isolated muscle fibers that are attributed to calcium-dependent muscle cross-bridge interactions, including short-range stiffness and other history-dependent properties, despite the absence of measurable electrical potentials in the muscle. Our analyses show that muscle force and dF/dt parsimoniously define a unique transformation between muscle mechanical events and muscle spindle firing rates during passive muscle stretch. Therefore, consideration of history-dependent muscle forces could improve current muscle spindle models, which do not predict history dependent firing rates. Further, muscle spindles exhibiting a more dynamic response had higher sensitivity to dF/dt, while more static muscle spindles were primarily sensitive to muscle force. The initial bursts at the onset of stretch were proportional to dF/dt and acceleration, and likely play a functional role in sensorimotor responses to external perturbations, particularly during posture and balance \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref002], [@pcbi.1005767.ref004], [@pcbi.1005767.ref006], [@pcbi.1005767.ref039], [@pcbi.1005767.ref040]\]. The transient spiking features we analyzed were similar to those reported in the classic literature in muscle spindles \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref041]\]; our unique approach was to dissociate muscle force and length by recording a large, diverse set of muscles stretch conditions from each afferent, including variations in muscle acceleration that was independent of velocity. Further work is warranted to test whether encoding of muscle force will extend to active conditions, when fusimotor and skeletofusimotor motoneurons are firing, and its potential to explain load sensitivity and the non-unique relationships of muscle spindle firing rates to muscle length shown recently in humans \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref042], [@pcbi.1005767.ref043]\].

Our experimental measures of whole muscle force were likely correlated to intrafusal muscle fiber forces within the encoding regions of muscle spindles arising from muscle cross-bridge mechanics. It is unlikely that the forces from intrafusal fibers made a significant contribution to the recorded force or, conversely, that the extrafusal force had a significant contribution to the intrafusal fiber forces. Our assumption is that intrafusal and extrafusal forces exhibited similar history-dependent effects when stretched. Thus, we used the whole muscle force as a surrogate for intrafusal force, which is reasonable under anesthetized conditions, and consistent with our ability to predict fine details of muscle spindle IFR based on extrafusal muscle force. Our whole muscle forces during stretch closely resembled forces from experiments of single, permeabilized muscle fibers, suggesting little contribution of non-contractile tissue to whole muscle force in this experimental condition. Similar to our whole muscle recordings, isolated muscle fiber forces exhibit short-range stiffness when stretched after being held isometrically, characterized by a rapid rise in force at the onset of stretch, where the first time-derivative of force, dF/dt, increases transiently \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref027]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref029]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref002], [@pcbi.1005767.ref044], [@pcbi.1005767.ref045]\]. Both our whole muscle and isolated muscle fibers also exhibit history-dependent characteristic of dynamic response to ramp stretch and post-stretch rate relaxation. These history-dependent force transients are only present in isolated muscle fibers when attachment and detachment of muscle cross-bridges is possible due to the presence of low concentrations of Ca^2+^ \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref028], [@pcbi.1005767.ref029], [@pcbi.1005767.ref032]\]. Thus, even in passive, i.e. electrically-quiescent muscles, we see evidence of these transients in whole muscle force and dF/dt predict history-dependent muscle spindle initial bursts, dynamic response, and rate-relaxation after being held isometric, suggesting that muscle cross-bridge cycling is present at low levels. There may be differences that we did not account for due to the potential different myosin isoforms expressed in intrafusal and extrafusal muscle fiber \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref046]\]. Nevertheless, in the anesthetized conditions of our experiments, it seems reasonable to assume that whole-muscle force transients were similar to *in vivo* muscle fiber force, including intrafusal muscle fibers within muscle spindle sensory organs. Indeed, the initial burst of muscle spindle firing at the onset of muscle stretch has been described as "an intrafusal manifestation of the passive short-range stiffness of the extrafusal muscle" \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref023]\].

Our results show that muscle force-related variables define a unique transformation between muscle mechanical events and muscle spindle firing rates during stretch of passive muscle. Muscle force and its first time-derivative could reliably predict previously-observed history-dependent features of muscle spindle IFRs such as the initial burst, dynamic response, and rate relaxation that cannot be explained by muscle length-related variables. Moreover, a single set of model fit parameters produced high-fidelity predictions of muscle spindle IFRs across a wide range of stretch conditions. Our data quantitatively support the hypothesis that muscle spindles encode muscle fiber force \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref013], [@pcbi.1005767.ref023]\], which could not previously be tested due to technical limitations. Further, recordings of receptor potentials in muscle spindle encoding regions are qualitatively similar to the history-dependent transients in muscle force and dF/dt that we used to predict muscle spindle firing rates \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref034]\]. The role of anatomically-distinct encoding regions of the muscle spindle, i.e. bag1, bag2, chain regions \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref018], [@pcbi.1005767.ref047], [@pcbi.1005767.ref048]\] as well as rapidly- and slowly-adapting force sensitive ion channels \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref049]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref051]\] in encoding force-related information in muscle spindles remains to be fully explained, although contributions of distinct encoding sites to muscle spindle afferent firing rates have been demonstrated \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref052]\].

Our results suggest that adding muscle cross-bridge kinetics to computational models of muscle spindles would produce history-dependent muscle spindle firing rates. Sarcomere-level muscle models of cross-bridge kinetics can predict all of the history-dependent features of muscle fiber force described above, but generally require significant computation time \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref027]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref029]\]. Moreover, several muscle spindle models assume that force and dF/dt of intrafusal muscle fibers give rise to muscle spindle firing rates, but use more computationally-efficient phenomenological muscle models, e.g. Hill-type models, to estimate intrafusal muscle fiber force based on muscle length \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref019]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref021]\]. Hence, prior models do not reproduce the history-dependent features of muscle spindle IFRs that we studied. Computationally efficient simulation of muscle forces based on cross-bridge kinetics is thus critical for reproducing muscle spindle history-dependence, particularly sensorimotor responses to perturbations, where Hill-type muscle models lack necessary history-dependent properties to explain experimental results \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref053]\].

Muscle spindle subtypes may be characterized based on their individual sensitivities to force (k~F~) and the first time-derivative of force (k~dF/dt~). Classic measures of dynamic index are specific to stretch condition and only compare peak and steady-state firing rate during specific time windows of muscle ramp stretches. In contrast, constant parameters characterizing sensitivity to force and dF/dt take into account the entire time course of muscle spindle spiking activity. In our study, slowly-adapting, or "static" muscle spindles that had a low dynamic index lacked an initial burst and responded primarily to muscle force. Rapidly-adapting, or "dynamic" muscle spindles with a high dynamic index, exhibited initial bursts due to higher sensitivity to the transients in the first time-derivative of force, dF/dt, and were also sensitive to muscle force. While dynamic index varied with stretch velocity, sensitivity to force and dF/dt was invariant across different stretch conditions, making it a robust metric allowing comparisons across different stretch types. Further, the invariance of sensitivity to force and dF/dt within each afferent underscores the potential mechanistic relationship between muscle fiber forces and muscle spindle firing rates, providing a quantitative parameter of static and dynamic sensitivity. It remains to be seen whether the effects of alpha-gamma co-activation, which can enhance muscle spindle sensitivity in a subpopulation of afferents \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref054]\] can also be quantified in terms of sensitivity to force and dF/dt. Tuning the sensitivity of muscle spindle afferents could be a mechanism for tuning the net population firing rate arising from muscle spindle afferents during external perturbation.

Muscle spindle initial bursts that scale with stretch acceleration have been shown previously and can be explained by sensitivity to the first peak in dF/dt. Initial bursts have been observed in both acute animal experiments and in human microneurography in awake participants \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref010], [@pcbi.1005767.ref015], [@pcbi.1005767.ref022], [@pcbi.1005767.ref043], [@pcbi.1005767.ref054], [@pcbi.1005767.ref055]\] and have been largely attributed to stretch acceleration \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref016], [@pcbi.1005767.ref017], [@pcbi.1005767.ref038]\]. In our experiments, the initial burst scaled equally well to initial stretch acceleration or the peak in dF/dt, although later transients were only described by dF/dt. Although the number of spikes may be low in animal experiments using relatively fast stretches, in human microneurography studies using slow stretch velocity, as many as 20 spikes have been observed \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref055], [@pcbi.1005767.ref056]\]. Moreover, visual inspection of joint torque traces presented by Cordo and colleagues \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref055]\] reveal similarities in muscle spindle initial bursts and joint torque transients.

Muscle spindle initial bursts are likely critical in generating rapid and predictive corrective sensorimotor responses to external perturbation. Our prior experimental work demonstrates that corrective muscle activity elicited in long-latency responses to standing balance perturbation exhibit an initial burst of activity that scales with perturbation acceleration \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref002]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref006]\]. Moreover, the initial burst in muscle activity is lost in animals with large fiber sensory neuropathy in which muscle spindle Ia afferents are destroyed; these animals also exhibit balance impairments \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref006], [@pcbi.1005767.ref007]\]. As muscles are near isometric during quiet standing \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref057]\], muscle spindles within those muscles are likely to exhibit initial bursts at the onset of a perturbation due to transients in muscle force and dF/dt. Indeed, our simulation studies demonstrate that short-range stiffness is necessary to account for measured joint torque-angle relationships during perturbation to standing \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref058]\]. Further, theoretical studies show that delayed feedback based on acceleration or force can preemptively evoke a corrective response before large displacements occur, acting as a predictive controller \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref059]\]. It is currently unclear whether the sensory feedback required for these postural responses arises from active or passive muscles, or both. Though our study does not directly test the generalization of force encoding to active muscle, there is evidence that initial bursts persist with gamma activation \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref060]\] and that acceleration-dependent sensorimotor bursts occur in active muscle during postural perturbations \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref002]--[@pcbi.1005767.ref004], [@pcbi.1005767.ref006], [@pcbi.1005767.ref061]\]. Thus, the initial burst of muscle activity that scales with acceleration is likely due to muscle spindle initial bursts and may explain why peak activity of postural muscles occurs prior to peak displacement \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref002], [@pcbi.1005767.ref057]\].

We speculate that force encoding in muscle spindles could underlie other non-unique relationships observed between joint motion and perceived limb position, and between muscle force generation and muscle spindle firing rates \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref062]\]. Muscle spindles play a role in both conscious and unconscious motor control \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref062]\]. To a degree, the CNS is likely capable of compensating for any shortcomings of the spindle as a length transducer with contributions from other sensory modalities (e.g. cutaneous receptors, which have an important contribution to proprioception). However, there are important circumstances in which history-dependent muscle spindle behavior such as thixotropy can impair the position sense provided in part from muscle spindles. When the limbs are passively manipulated, perceived joint position exhibits similar history-dependence to muscle spindle firing, causing an illusion in joint angle if the muscle is first stretched versus activated prior to stretch \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref024], [@pcbi.1005767.ref026]\]. Muscle spindle sensory information is distinct from that provided by Golgi tendon organs, which encode a combination of force and the first derivative of muscle *contractile* force due to efferent drive to muscles \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref063]\], but are generally silent during passive stretch and lack an initial burst \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref064]\]. Recent work demonstrates that muscle spindle firing is not uniquely related to muscle length during active muscle contractions; instead, the rate of firing depends on magnitude and direction of external load, not joint kinematics \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref043]\]. Human muscle spindle primary afferents have also been shown to fire distinctly during different stages of learning regardless of similar movement kinematics \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref042]\]. Another recent study showed that firing rates in human muscle spindle primary afferents in response to sinusoidal changes in ankle angle are only predicted by muscle length at steady-state and not during transient firing at the onset of imposed movements \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref065]\]. Our findings predict that history-dependent muscle forces, which are difficult to measure *in vivo*, would predict steady-state as well as transient firing in muscle spindle afferents. During alpha-gamma coactivation, such as during voluntary muscle contractions \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref043], [@pcbi.1005767.ref054]\] and perceived postural threat \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref066]\], intrafusal muscle spindle fibers that lie in parallel with extrafusal muscle fibers are also activated; we speculate that this increase in muscle activity would increase the sensitivity of the muscle spindle to errors in muscle force and rate change in force due to unanticipated environmental interactions, relative to the anesthetized conditions here that lack efferent drive. Indeed, alpha-gamma co-activation has been shown to modulate muscle spindle primary afferent dynamic sensitivity based on loading of the spindle-bearing muscle in response to external perturbations \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref054]\]. This interpretation is consistent with the idea that muscle spindles inform internal models for movement, providing estimates of sensory error based on efference copy \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref067]\]. However, much further study is necessary to test whether the encoding of whole-muscle force in passive muscle spindles generalize to conditions involving active muscle contraction. As muscle force is a good proxy for muscle length in many conditions, we hypothesize that that the biophysical transformation from passive muscle stretch to muscle spindle firing is based on muscle force transients but potentially interpreted perceptually in terms of joint position and velocity.

Materials and methods {#sec012}
=====================

Ethics statement {#sec013}
----------------

In accordance with French legislation, the animal facility, experimental room, and investigators had valid licenses (75-789-R) to perform experiments on live vertebrates delivered by the Direction des Services Vétérinaires (Préfecture de Police, Paris, France). Animals in this study were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital given intravenously, and monitored continuously. Animals were sacrificed at the end of the experiments with a large bolus of sodium pentobarbital also given intravenously.

Data collection {#sec014}
---------------

We collected data from muscle spindle Ia afferents in response to stretch perturbations of the isolated triceps surae musculotendon in anesthetized cats. Experiments were performed on 5 adult cats (2.8--3.3 kg) deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (Pentobarbital; Sanofi Recherche, Montpellier, France). Anesthesia was induced with an initial intraperitoneal injection (45 mg/kg). Animals were deeply anesthetized, with the level of anesthesia constantly assessed by monitoring the stability of the heart rate, blood pressure (measured through a carotid catheter), the maintenance of myotic pupils, and the absence of nociceptive reflex. It was supplemented whenever necessary (usually every 2 h) by intravenous injections (3--6 mg/kg) of pentobarbital. The anesthesia was deep enough to prevent any pain as indicated by the fact that noxious stimuli (induced by pinching the ear or the foot paw) did not elicit any heart acceleration or blood pressure changes. Animals were paralyzed with Pancuronium Bromide (Pavulon; Organon, Puteaux, France) at a rate of 0.4 mg/h and artificially ventilated (end-tidal P~CO2~ maintained at ∼4%). This allowed us to perform a bilateral pneumothorax in order to prevent movements of the rib cage during the recordings. At the onset of experiment, amoxicillin (500 mg; Clamoxyl; Merieux, Marcy l\'Etoile, France) and methylprenidsolone (5 mg; Solu-Medrol; Pfizer, New York, NY) were given subcutaneously to prevent the risk of infection and edema, respectively. The central temperature was kept at 38°C with the help of a thermo-controlled blanket. Blood pressure was maintained above 90 mmHg by perfusion of a 4% glucose solution containing NaHCO~3~ (1%) and gelatin (14%; Plasmagel, Roger Bellon Laboratories, Neuilly, France) at a rate of 3--12 ml/h. A catheter allowed evacuation of urine from the bladder. At the end of the experiments, animals were given a lethal intravenous injection of pentobarbital (250 mg).

The dorsal aspect of lumbar segments (L1-L6) was exposed to allow electrode access to the dorsal columns. The triceps nerve was dissected without alteration of its continuity with the muscle and mounted on a bipolar stimulation electrode. The Achilles tendon was detached from the calcaneus and the isolated bone fragment attached to the tendon was affixed to a muscle puller (Aurora 310B LR, Aurora, ON, Canada) to control the elongation of the attached muscle and to measure the force developed at the tendon. The initial length of the triceps was set to maintain a low level of resting tension (typically 0.1 N) but could be adjusted to reach a low resting firing of the afferents. A pool filled with mineral oil heated at 38°C was made around the triceps surae and its nerve.

A sharp microelectrode (KCl 3M, Resistance 11.5--20 MΩ) was driven into the dorsal horn of the spinal cord at the location of the largest afferent volley upon electrical stimulation of the triceps nerve. The high electrical resistance of the electrode allowed us to isolate a single afferent that displayed an all-or-none spike in response to nerve stimulation. Identified afferents were classified as Ia based on axonal conduction velocity ≥ 74 m/s and on response to the rising phase of a small stretch. To facilitate spike detection, voltage recordings were high-pass filtered at 500 Hz to remove drift. Recordings lasted as long as the signal-to-noise ratio allowed us to differentiate spikes from background noise.

Musculotendon length, velocity, and tension were sampled at 2 kHz and used to calculate acceleration and the first time-derivative of tension. Low-pass filters were applied to velocity (40 Hz), acceleration (40 Hz), Force (50 Hz), and dF/dt (100 Hz).

Custom musculotendon stretch profiles were designed in Spike2 software to dissociate the effects of velocity and acceleration on the response of the afferent. Multiple stretch perturbation waveforms ranged from 1--4 mm in peak length, 4--50 mm/s in peak velocity, and 200--3500 mm/s^2^ in peak acceleration. Rest periods of at least 5 seconds were included between all perturbations (in repeated ramp-release stretches, rest periods of at least 5 seconds were used in between sets of 5 stretches).

Sample size {#sec015}
-----------

No explicit *a priori* power analysis was performed to determine sample size. Experiments were performed over the course of 5 months. At the conclusion of this period, data were screened for quality and it was determined that the available sample of recorded afferents was commensurate with a previous study with similar methodology \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref037]\].

Data inclusion and exclusion {#sec016}
----------------------------

Analyses treated individual recorded afferents and individual recorded stretch trials as biological replicates and as technical replicates, respectively. To ensure sufficient information for statistical measures, we required that stretch trials have at least 50 recorded action potentials in order to be included in statistical analyses. Stretch trials with low signal to noise ratio based on visual inspection were excluded. To ensure that each individual recorded afferent had sufficient observations to enable cross-validation during model fitting (below), we required that afferents have at least 40 acceptable stretch trials. This guaranteed at least 30 observations of testing data for each afferent. These criteria yielded suitable datasets for 10 individual afferents. Data available from the Dryad Digital Repository: <http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.pd40m> \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref068]\].

Initial burst correlations {#sec017}
--------------------------

For correlating the peak initial burst amplitudes with preceding peaks in transient force- and length-related variables (dF/dt and acceleration, respectively), we performed simple least squares linear regressions in Matlab that found a linear function relating peak dF/dt or acceleration to initial burst amplitude, $$\hat{y} = b_{1}x + b_{2}$$ where $\hat{y}$ is the estimated initial burst amplitude predicted by x (either peak dF/dt or acceleration). To measure the amount of variance in peak initial burst amplitude explained by peak dF/dt and acceleration, we computed the coefficient of determination $$R^{2} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i}\left( {y_{i} - {\hat{y}}_{i}} \right)^{2}}{\sum_{i}\left( {y_{i} - \overline{y}} \right)^{2}}$$ where *y* is the recorded value of initial burst amplitude, $\hat{y}$ is the predicted initial burst amplitude, $\overline{y}$ is the arithmetic mean of the recorded initial burst amplitudes, and *i* denotes the *i*th data point.

Candidate models {#sec018}
----------------

For testing the information encoded by muscle spindle Ia afferent IFRs, we developed 6 candidate models. Candidate models were pseudo-linear in that they used weighted sum of measured variables subjected to a half-wave rectification to account for the unidirectional effects of muscle stretch on muscle spindle spiking behavior ([Fig 2A](#pcbi.1005767.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The primary candidate models consisted of linear combinations of musculotendon length-related and force-related variables ([Fig 2](#pcbi.1005767.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Based on previous observations, we tested a model that allowed for muscle velocity to be raised to a fractional power \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref019], [@pcbi.1005767.ref037], [@pcbi.1005767.ref038]\]. In addition, we also tested the efficacy of length-related variables based on estimated muscle fascicle length using both high and low tendon stiffness values ([Fig 5](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

For certain afferents, force and dF/dt components were modeled as competing influences on the IFR, as done previously by Lin and Crago \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref020]\]. At time points where simultaneous contributions of force and dF/dt were significant, we used an iterative process to set the values of the smaller-magnitude component to zero. The two components were then summed as in the original force-related model. We used the competing model if the mean R^2^ achieved across all observations was higher than for the original model. This was the case in 4 out of 10 afferents (1, 2, 3, and 6), which also had the largest contributions of dF/dt to the IFR (see [Fig 6B and 6C](#pcbi.1005767.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Although the mechanism of the competition is not clear, it could result if the effects of force and dF/dt components arise from different branches of the muscle spindle primary afferent endings. Dynamic sensitivity of the muscle spindles is controlled by terminals innervating the bag1 intrafusal fiber, whereas the static response is controlled by the terminals innervating the bag2 and chain intrafusal fibers \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref052]\].

Fascicle length-related variable estimates {#sec019}
------------------------------------------

To estimate muscle fascicle length-related variables, we assumed an exponential elastic tendon, based on experiments by Rack and Westbury \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref035]\], to be serially aligned with the muscle fascicle such that the force was equal in the fascicles and the tendon ([Fig 4](#pcbi.1005767.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Using measured musculotendon force, we estimated tendon elongation during stretch and subtracted it from measured musculotendon elongation to estimate fascicle length. We assumed that the pinnation angle of the muscle fascicles remained constant throughout the range of stretches applied to the musculotendon in these experiments. Because a constant pinnation angle would only decrease the fascicle lengths by a constant factor, and because this factor would be eliminated when the muscle fascicle length-related variables were scaled and offset in the model, we ignored the effects of pinnation altogether. We calculated fascicle velocity and acceleration using numerical differentiation of estimated fascicle length.

Time lags and parameter search limits {#sec020}
-------------------------------------

In order to determine appropriate time lags and parameter search limits for each candidate model, we fit the estimated IFR for each of the 6 candidate models to the IFR of the afferent for a selection of stretch perturbations applied to the muscle. The candidate model parameters, consisting of a weight (*k*~*i*~) and offset (*b*~*i*~) for each force-related or length-related variable included in the sum, were found via least-squares regression using Matlab's optimization toolbox (*fmincon*.*m*) and custom scripts. A lumped neuromechanical delay (*λ*~*j*~) was determined by shifting the timestamp of the muscle variables (e.g. length, force) forward relative to the IFR data to be fit. The form of the models was: $$IFR_{j}\left( t \right) = \left( {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}k_{i} \cdot \left( {\left\lfloor {x_{i}\left( {t - \lambda_{j}} \right)} \right\rfloor + b_{i}} \right)} \right) + e\left( t \right)$$ where the IFR of the jth model was estimated by a sum of n force- or length-related variables, each of which was temporally shifted by a neuromechanical delay, *λ*~*j*~ (held constant for each model for a given trial), offset by a single value, *b*~*i*~, and scaled by a gain, *k*~*i*~. ⌊ ⌋ denote positive values of the argument. Error, *e*(*t*), was minimized by finding the set of parameters for each model that minimizes a measure related to *e*(*t*)^2^ (see Data Fitting). In all, the optimization swept through 16 values of *λ*~*j*~, in 1 ms increments from 0 to 15 ms. Then, the lag value for each trial which yielded the most explained variance (highest R^2^ value) were averaged to determine a single lag value for each afferent. This value was also used later for prediction and cross-validation analyses ([Fig 5B](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The weights and offsets (i.e. *k*~*i*~ and *b*~*i*~) found in this analysis were used to appropriately restrict the parameter search in the prediction and cross-validation analyses of the complete afferent datasets. No statistical tests were performed on the parameters estimated from this analysis.

Cross-validation {#sec021}
----------------

We used an iterative cross-validation procedure to robustly estimate the fit of each model to recorded IFR data of each afferent. For each model and each afferent, we performed cross-validation as follows. All available stretch perturbations were randomly divided into training (≈75%) and test (≈25%) sets. Using the training dataset, model parameters were identified that minimized the cost function $$~J = ~\frac{\sum_{i}\left( {y_{i} - f_{i}} \right)^{2}}{\sum_{i}\left( {y_{i} - \overline{y}} \right)^{2}} = ~\frac{SSE}{SSM}$$ where the numerator represents the sum of squared errors (SSE) between the afferent IFR (*y*) and the model estimate of IFR (*f*), and the denominator represents the total sum of squares of the IFR about its mean (SSM). Model fit (R^2^) was then assessed using the test IFR dataset. Mean ± SD R^2^ values were calculated over a set of 100 iterations of this cross-validation procedure for each model and each afferent.

Model selection {#sec022}
---------------

We used the approach of Burnham and Anderson \[[@pcbi.1005767.ref069]\] to determine which model among our candidate models performed best at predicting recorded muscle spindle spike data. Test set AICc (Akaike Information Criterion, corrected for finite sample sizes) was calculated for each model for each afferent as: $$AICc = 2\left( {k - \text{ln}\left( \hat{L} \right) - \frac{k\left( {k + 1} \right)}{n - k - 1}} \right)$$ where k is the number of estimable parameters in the model, $\hat{L}$ is the maximum value of the likelihood function for the model (here, estimated as J^-1^ of the test set), and n is the number of recorded stretch trials in the test set. Differences in AICc between models for each afferent were calculated as: $$\Delta_{j} = AICc_{j} - \text{min}\left\{ {AICc_{1}\ldots AICc_{6}} \right\}$$ where Δ~*j*~ is the difference in AICc between the jth model and the minimum AICc from the set of candidates. AICc differences were used to calculate a set of Akaike weights: $$w_{j} = \frac{\text{exp}\left( {- \frac{1}{2}\Delta_{j}} \right)}{\sum_{r = 1}^{6}\text{exp}\left( {- \frac{1}{2}\Delta_{r}} \right)}$$ where *w*~*j*~ is the normalized likelihood of the jth model being the best in the set.

To assess the models' abilities to predict the afferent population IFRs, we used similar statistical methods as for the individual afferents. To measure goodness of fit for the entire afferent population, we took the average model R^2^ values for each afferent from the 100 optimization procedures and averaged them together, resulting in a single R^2^ value for the population ([Fig 5A](#pcbi.1005767.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Then, we used a similar averaging procedure to obtain a single AICc value for each model. From these values, we calculated *w*~*j*~ for the entire population as described above.
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